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Technical Instructions

Hello, Hexxet here, 

This is the free preview version of “The 
Master Control Program at School – Bianca’s 
Story”. This story is mostly linear. The full PAI 
Book is ~500 pages long with 11 
paths/endings. Buttons that are greyed out 
can not be used in the preview version.

Disclaimer

Note that while this comic is set in a school 
setting all characters are over the age of 18!

All graphics are AI-generated. The sexy ones 
were created using pornpen.ai.

NEXT



I’m Bianca Larsen 
and since my 

mother remarried, 
I’m living with my 

stupid stepbrother 
in this crappy town.

I’m pretty athletic. 
Part of the 

cheerleading squad 
and I’m training to 

be a successful 
gymnast.

Anyway. I was just 
about to go to bed. 

So, see you 
tomorrow when I’ll 
have to wake up my 

lazy bum of a 
brother again…

That lazy bum almost never wakes up in time on his own! Probably because he 
plays computer until late in the night. Stupid nerd!

Yawn

NEXT



A-Cup

Z-Cup

A-Cup

Z-Cup

D-Cup

I roll around. Why the hell 
was I trying to sleep on my 
stomach? That does not 

work with breasts as big as 
mine!

I get into bed and try to fall asleep fast…

A-Cup

Z-Cup

B-Cup

NEXT

G-Cup



I sleep a peaceful undisturbed sleep and wake up the next morning full of 
energy. I do my morning routine and take a look at my reflection in the mirror…

sigh

A soft sigh escapes my lips… If it wasn’t for those humongous tits, I could 
become a great gymnast. But the way things are I can be thankful to be part of 

the cheer squad… God those things jiggle…

NEXT



I don’t hold back knocking on his door. The 
bus would arrive in 15 minutes…

Knock

Knock

Knock

Knock

Wakey 
Wakey, 

Pipsqueak!

Teeth brushed, my hair done, dressed for the day… 
I’m basically ready… my brother is still sleeping…

UNBELIEVABLE!

NEXT



My brother’s exceptionally 
fast in the morning… once 
he has stood up.

So, catching the bus is no 
problem… but I’m still 
annoyed by his lazy 
attitude.

Henry

What?

That statement is wrong on so many levels! He knows very well 
that I hate their size for being in my career’s way! In the end, I 
just slap him and walk away to another seat far away! Stupid idiot!

SLAP

NEXT

Your 
boobs are 

huge.

Sis…



When I enter the classroom 
I can see several of the 
guys stare at my cleavage. 
Disgusting pigs!

I on the other side only 
have eyes for one… 
Marianne… I really am into 
that girl… Yes, I am a 
lesbian… But nobody 
knows.

And yes, that means Marianne 
does not know I have a crush on 
her either. I don’t think she is into 
girls… which is a pity.

Anyway… we are friends… or… 
rather I’m trapped in the friend 
zone… life sucks! Still, seeing her 
makes my heart skip a beat and I 
feel happy as I sit down. NEXT



We talk a bit before the class starts… 
then some more during the breaks. 

Oh, she is so easy to talk to. 
Funny as well!

NEXT



The school day goes by pretty 
quickly and we take the same 
bus home. I admire her fiery 
red hair as Marianne sits 
down leaning against the seat. 
She’s so beautiful…

NEXT



Hello? Earth 
to Bianca?

You kinda 
spaced out. 

What’s wrong?

NEXT

Wanna hang 
out by our pool 

later?

Oh…  I just 
thought… The 

weather is 
really nice 

today!

Err. Sorry.  
What?



Awesome! Marianne’s coming 
over… And I’m going to see her 
in her bikini! Today’s a great day!

NEXT

I’ll just go grab 
my swimwear 

from home and 
come by in an 

hour?

Sounds like a 
great idea!



H..h.. hi 
Bianca.

Just as I am getting ready for my pool time with Marianne my stupid brother turns up with 
his nerd friend in tow. God damn it! Those two are the last people I want around right now!

As if there 
was anything 
to look at!

NEXT

Tsk!
Marianne’s coming 

over. Don’t you 
guys  dare letch 

on us at the pool!

What are 
you looking 
at dweebs?



Man… your 
sis has the 

biggest tits…

Yeah… 
about that… 
I wanted to 
talk to you.

God damn nerds! 
I can hear them talk 
about my boobs as I 
walk past them. Yes, 
they are big! Get a 

picture you asshats… 
On second thought… 
DON’T! Urgh, I don’t 
have time to lecture 

them.

NEXT



I lean over the garden fence and 
wait for the bus to arrive. I don’t 
have to wait long, and I can see 

Marianne exit. I love the way her 
red hair waves around in the slight 
breeze that is going around today. NEXT



Hey girl!
Looking 

good.

Hihi!
You too!... I 
mean… Nice 
weather for 

a swim!

NEXT



I sit there in anticipation as 
Marianne goes into the nearby 

cabin to change. I wonder which 
swimsuit she picked for today…

NEXT



So… How do I 
look? I just bought 
this one some days 

ago.

Wow!
Absolutely 
stunning!

NEXT



And there’s the mood 
dampener. Erik… The boy at 
school Marianne currently 

crushes on… I should be used 
to it… but it still hurts…

NEXT

I just wish Erik 
will think the 

same… bought 
it to impress 

him.

Awwww 
that’s sweet.



After some swimming we 
decide to relax and tan in 

the nice summer sun.

NEXT



I throw Marianne one more 
longing look before I decide to 

close my eyes, lay back, and enjoy 
the hot summer sun on my skin.

NEXT



Oh fuck!
I.... I just came... 
And by breasts 

are gon!? 

I try to relax... Think of mundane 
stuff… that usually works… not today.

NEXT



My mind keeps going back to 
Marianne in her new Bikini… 
and my hand slips in between 
my legs… starting to rub…

Moan

rub
NEXT



My arousal grows by the second 
and like in a dream there is nothing 
I can do against it… until my pussy 

explodes in a mega orgasm that 
makes me scream out like never 

before…

Moan

NEXT



As the orgasm slowly 
subsides, I start to think 

clearly again… Oh god! I did 
just scream at the edge of my 
lungs… Did Marianne hear?! 

I’m so embarrassed…

NEXT

Oh God! 
My swimsuit had 
already dried, but 
my panties were 
soaked through!



One quick glance at 
Marianne gives me hope. She 
seems to have dozed off… 
But then she starts sitting 
up… My screaming must 

have woken her…

NEXT



Phew! At least she did 
not realize that was 
my orgasm screams… 
Think Bianca! Come 
up with an excuse!

Hey.
Are you okay?

What happened?

NEXT



I cannot hear 
what they are 

saying, but they 
are clearly 

watching us… I 
jump on the 
opportunity!

That’s when I see my 
stepbrother and his stupid 

friend in the window above us. 

Hey!
You fucking 

letches! Fuck 
off!

NEXT

Yeah, 
sure.

O.M.G.!!
I can’t believe your 

sis just frigged 
herself to orgasm 
next to her best 

friend!

Ugh… Hm… 
Oh, there is 
an awareness 

setting.

Dude!
I just made 
her orgasm 

with the 
program!



NEXT

I’ll go up real 
quick and hit 

him. He’ll never 
peek at us again!

My brother’s 
such an idiot!

I’m so sorry, 
Marianne.



*giggle*
Boys! Want me to 
come with? Give 
them a lecture?

No



I tell Marianne to stay 
down here… Henry or 

Jake might have seen me 
rub one out to her… that 
would be… very awkward! 
God! I need to resolve this 

situation ASAP!

No

NEXT



What are these idiots talking about?

Should I just enter, or wait a bit longer?

Finally!
I told, ya! This program 
can alter reality. I just 

turned our neighbor into 
an 18-year-old Asian chick. 

Also, she was no nudist 
until just recently. 

*chuckle*

Wait

Anxious I walk up to Henry’s door, and I am about to knock 
when I hear his and Jake’s voices through the door…

“Mrs” Robets has been a nudist ever 
since Mr. Roberts brought her back 

from one of his  sex trips. She’s a 
fucking teenage trophy wife. Everybody 

around the block knows that!

Go In

This is 
crazy!

Holy shit!
There’s an Asian 

chick masturbating 
where Mrs. Roberts 
was just a second 

ago!



Go In
As I enter my brother’s 
room I can see those 
nerds standing over 

their laptop. 

As they hear me walk 
in they quickly turn 

around with a 
shocked expression.

I can smell fear. 
Good! Fucking Pervs!! 
Now whom should I 

approach…



Open profile: Jake Renolds
…

Open profile: Veronica Roberts
…
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Name: Veronica Roberts
Age: 18
Height: 160 cm
Weight: 47 kg
Ethnicity: Asian
Hair color: black
Job: Trophy Wife
Arousal:

NEXT

Approach the PCAs my eyes fall on the computer 
screen I can’t believe my eyes. There’s 
a video of our neighbor’s trophy wife - 

that Asian skank! Are these guys 
crazy? Are they filming her?!

You know it’s 
illegal to film your 
neighbor? Even if 
the stupid slut is 
frigging herself in 

an open yard!!

Oh, my god!
What are you 
idiots doing?



It’s not what 
it looks like!

Let them try!
For all we know this 

is an omnipotent 
reality-altering 

artifact!

Look, bro.
I have no sympathy 
for that skank next 
door. But they can 
sue you for this!

L O L !!
I’m sure you have 
a perfectly sane 

explanation. 
*chuckle*

NEXT



Jake… shut 
up and let the 

adults talk 
here…

How 
gullible do 
you think I 

am?

Watch the 
screen sis.

Here, let 
me show 

you!

We just turned 
the neighbor's 
wife into an 18-
year-old Asian 

nudist!

No, sis. Jake’s 
actually right. 
This thing can 
change reality!

NEXT



Open profile: Jake Renolds
…

Open profile: Veronica Roberts
…
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Setting target hair color to blonde…
… Name: Veronica Roberts

Age: 18
Height: 160 cm
Weight: 47 kg
Ethnicity: Asian
Hair color: blonde
Job: Trophy Wife
Arousal:

This is so 
dumb…

And… 
Enter!

I’m now setting 
her hair color 
to blonde...

NEXT



Open profile: Jake Renolds
…

Open profile: Veronica Roberts
…
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Setting target hair color to blonde…
…
Command executed

Name: Veronica Roberts
Age: 18
Height: 160 cm
Weight: 47 kg
Ethnicity: Asian
Hair color: blonde
Job: Trophy Wife
Arousal:

Dude.
You fucking 
shitting me?

And tada!
Asian blonde!

You can look out 
the window. She 
IS blonde now!

NEXT



Huh?
Oh… 

Awareness!

I know our 
neighbor is 

blonde! What’s 
wrong with 
you, bro?

I don’t need 
to look out 
the fucking 
window to 
know she’s 

blonde.

NEXT



Open profile: Jake Renolds
…

Open profile: Veronica Roberts
…
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Setting target hair color to blonde…
…
Command executed

Open profile: Bianca Larsen

Name: Veronica Roberts
Age: 18
Height: 160 cm
Weight: 47 kg
Ethnicity: Asian
Hair color: blonde
Job: Trophy Wife
Arousal:

I have to go into 
your profile real 
quick and adjust 
a flag so you can 

perceive the 
changes.

Hey!
What are 

you doing?!

NEXT



Bullshit!

Mrs. Roberts was a 
brunette just a 

moment ago. We 
really just changed 
her into a blonde, 

but nobody notices 
without allowing 

them to.

Let me open 
your profile 
real quick 

and I’ll prove 
it to you.

No way! Fine!



Open profile: Veronica Roberts
…
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Setting target hair color to blonde…
…
Command executed

Open profile: Bianca Larsen
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Name: Bianca Larsen
Age: 18
Height: 162cm
Weight: 49 kg
Sexual Orientation: Homosexual
Awareness: OFF
Cup-Size:
Attention Span:
Intellect: 

NEXT

Fine!

Fine!
I don’t 

believe you 
anyway. Don’t 
know why you 

even ask.

Alright.
Thank you 
for your 
trust, sis.

Damn… how 
does this app 
know all this 
stuff about 

me?



Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Setting target hair color to blonde…
…
Command executed

Open profile: Bianca Larsen
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…

Name: Bianca Larsen
Age: 18
Height: 162cm
Weight: 49 kg
Sexual Orientation: Homosexual
Awareness: OFF
Cup-Size:
Attention Span:
Intellect: 

NEXT

Hey!
What are you 
doing!? That 

does not look 
like aware…

So, I just 
adjust this 

real quick…



Setting target hair color to blonde…
…
Command executed

Open profile: Bianca Larsen
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…

Name: Bianca Larsen
Age: 18
Height: 162cm
Weight: 49 kg
Sexual Orientation: Homosexual
Awareness: OFF
Cup-Size:
Attention Span:
Intellect: 

NEXT

Oh…
Don’t worry 
your pretty 
little head 

sis…

Hey!
Why is there 
a pic of me 

on your PC?!

Uhh… 
What were 
we doing?



Hey!
Why is there a 
pic of me on 

your PC?!

Oh…
Don’t worry 
your pretty 
little head 

sis…

NEXT



No way!I hate that smug grin 
on my brother’s face! 

NEXT



Makes me feel like I 
forgot something 
important again…

NEXT



I’ve never been 
good at keeping 

my focus…

A-Cup

Z-Cup

NEXT



But that’s no reason 
for my brother to 

make fun of…

A-Cup

Z-Cup

Move the 
slider all the 
way. I wanna 

see what that 
does!

NEXT



What was I like 
thinking about?

A-Cup

Z-Cup

Shut up!
She’s my sister. 
We’ll proceed 
with caution!

NEXT



Why’s my brother 
grinning? Did I do 
something stupid 

again?

A-Cup

Z-Cup

Holy 
smokes!

Keep going!
NEXT



*giggle*
Jake’s totally leering! 

He’s always been totes 
into my big boobies.

*giggle*

A-Cup

Z-Cup

Satisfied?
Anymore, 

and she will 
tilt over! NEXT



Profile loaded.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Adjusting target…
…
Command executed.

Name: Bianca Larsen
Age: 18
Height: 162cm
Weight: 49 kg
Sexual Orientation: Homosexual
Awareness: OFF
Cup-Size:
Attention Span:
Intellect: 

NEXT

Are… 
are you 

okay, sis?

Huh?
Uh… sure. 
Totes fine!

But you better 
get back to 

Marianne now.

Thanks for 
the help, sis!



As I slip back into the 
pool, my thoughts drift 
to my brother’s words. I 
don’t know what I did, 
but if he says I helped 
him it must be true. 

It makes me very 
happy that I was 
able to help my 
genius brother!

NEXT



As I rest my boobs at 
the edge of the pool my 
eyes fall upon Marianne.

NEXT



She is so beautiful… 
makes me all wet! Or 
was that the pool? 

*giggle*

NEXT



Marianne’s like the only 
girl for me. Everybody else 

thinks I’m a dumb slut.

NEXT



But Marianne’s as 
dumb as me! And her 

boobs are as big as 
mine! It’s as if we were 
made for each other!

NEXT



I take my boobs out to 
signal Marianne I’m game.

NEXT



Marianne responds!
I knew she’d like my 

boobies!

NEXT



But after some time we manage 
and our mouths meet for the very 

first time…

But kissing is like really hard!

I love my big boobies. And I love 
Marianne’s huge knockers…

Our boobies are totes in the way 
as we bounce off each other’s fun 

bags…

Marianne’s lips are delicious. I 
love  her!

NEXT



As we sit down opposite of 
each other in the water, 
our hands move to each 

other’s cunt, and we start 
fingering one another… It’s 

heaven!

The End
Big Boobed Bimbo 

Besties rub rub

rub

rub

rub
rub

m
oan

moan

NEXT



No Way!

I thought 
you did not 
believe us?

NEXT

No way!

I don’t, but I’m 
not taking any 
chances here!

If the thing 
really works, 

you could 
change me!

No fricking 
way!



Ugh!
Fine!

Well… You could 
type in changes 

yourself. The user 
always is aware.

NEXT

Come on! 
Scoot over, 

bro.

Really?



Open profile: Jake Renolds
…

Open profile: Veronica Roberts
…
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Setting target according to stats…
…

Name: Veronica Roberts
Age: 18
Height: 160 cm
Weight: 47 kg
Ethnicity: African
Hair color: black
Job: Trophy Wife
Arousal:

Alright!
Here we 

go…ENTER!

I sit down in front of my brother’s laptop. It still 
sounds ridiculous… I’m like 95% sure it’s just a 

prank… But these two are so serious about it…

NEXT



Open profile: Veronica Roberts
…
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Setting target according to stats…
…
Command executed. Name: Veronica Roberts

Age: 18
Height: 160 cm
Weight: 47 kg
Ethnicity: African
Hair color: black
Job: Trophy Wife
Arousal:

Okay!
The feed in 

the app really 
changed…

NEXT



Holy Shit!
It fucking 
worked!

I can’t  believe my eyes as I 
look out of the window. It 
worked! It fucking worked!

Told’ya!

So that’s  how it 
feels… I know you 
just changed her… 

logically. But for me, 
Mrs. Roberts has 

always been a person 
of color…

NEXT



So… you 
believe us 

now…

Holy Shit!
Holy Shit. 
Holy shit.

I was 95% sure that Mrs. Roberts 
would not play a part in these guys’ 
pranks… but I’d be a fool to fall for 

it…

How… how 
do I open 
somebody 

else?

Just type 
“open profile” 
and then their 

full name.

NEXT



Open profile: Veronica Roberts
…
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Setting target according to stats…
…
Command executed.

Open profile: Veronica Roberts
…
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Name: Marianne Nelson 
Age: 18
Height: 173 cm
Weight: 54 kg
Ethnicity: Irish
Hair color: red
Job: Student
Cup Size:

For a short moment, I was tempted to change one 
of them… but they wouldn’t let me, I’m sure of it… 
So, I typed in the next best person I could verify…

I opened Marianne’s profile and 
really a feed of her tanning in our 

garden popped up in the app! 

Incredible!

NEXT



Adjusting target to set stats…
…
Command executed.

Setting target according to stats…
…
Command executed.

Open profile: Veronica Roberts
…
Target found…
Loading profile Veronica Roberts…
Profile loaded.

Adjusting target According to sliders…
…

Name: Marianne Nelson 
Age: 18
Height: 173 cm
Weight: 54 kg
Ethnicity: Irish
Hair color: red
Job: Student
Cup Size:

Once I could detach my eyes from her beautiful 
form, they got drawn to one certain slider in the 

app…

Will this 
really work…

NEXT



Marianne is absolutely 
gorgeous! And her small 

breasts fit her frame 
perfectly…

A-Cup

Z-Cup

NEXT



But I had to 
wonder…

A-Cup

Z-Cup

NEXT



What would she 
look like with 

breasts like mine?

A-Cup

Z-Cup
Oh, yeah!

Straight for the 
boob slider. Way 

to go sis!

NEXT

Shuddup!



Or even beyond!

A-Cup

Z-Cup
I was just about to 

head to the window and 
take a real look at the 
new Marianne when I 
felt a hand on mine…

NEXT



A-Cup

Z-Cup

Hey!
Let go!

Oh, come on!
Move that slider 

already. We wanna 
see some jumbo 

tiddies, sis!

My brother had 
hijacked my mouse 
hand with his own 
and was moving it!

NEXT



NEXT

What have 
you done?!

Oh, my 
god!



Wow!
Now that’s 

what I call a 
nice pair of 
fun bags!

NEXT



Don’t worry, B. 
We should be able 

to change her 
back anytime with 

the program.

NEXT



*gulp*
Mhm… Maybe 

later…

NEXT



Welcome to the Master Control Program! 
Become the Master of your own reality.

Henry Larsen… Profile locked
Jake Renolds… Profile locked
Bianca Larsen… Profile locked

        Henry Larsen, Jake Renolds and Bianca Larsen reign over 
       their school as absolute rulers. Students and teachers 

        obey them happily and without question. 

        
    

Executing custom commands…
…
…
…
All commands executed. Reality has changed.

NEXT

Having seen what this program can do I was 100% in! 

Obviously, we could not 
trust each other with an 

omnipotent reality-
changing computer 

program. But thankfully 
there was an option to 

lock your profile.

We then made the 
school our playground…



Walking the school grounds as a 
revered being felt strange at first…

But I soon got 
accustomed to being a 

queen. *chuckle*

NEXT



Jessica and Erika were the 
exception. Those two did make 
my life a living hell on some days 

in my previous life…

Jessica

Erika

Aside from the initial command 
I did not change many people 

around school…

NEXT



You haven’t got 
your homework, 
again?! I’m gonna 
tell the teacher!

How may I 
serve you 
today, my 

queen?

NEXT



How may I 
serve you 
today, my 

queen?

You really need 
to train more if 

you want to 
stay on the 

team, B!

NEXT



So, I gave them a new 
personality… and goal…

Their sole purpose in life was 
now to wait for my every 

command and make sure I had 
nothing to want for. They 

were quite handy!

Your first class 
today is History 
in room 301, my 

queen.

May I carry 
your books, 
my Queen?

NEXT



As I enter the locker room soft 
moaning is echoing through the air. I 

turn my head and see my brother 
fucking one of his classmates.

Moan

fapfap
fap

I give him an approving 
nod and I move on.

NEXT



Oh, yes Jake! 
I love it when 
you fondle my 

butthole!

Jake isn’t far off. He’s 
playing with another 

girl’s butt.

These boys are always so 
horny in the morning…

NEXT



As I reach my locker I 
meet several of my 

classmates.

Get 
naked.

NEXT

Good 
morning, 
Bianca!



Yes, 
Bianca!

I hope 
our bodies 
are to your 

satisfaction, 
Bianca.

NEXT



As I enjoy the sight 
of these three, 

Irene, another one 
of my classmates 

walks by, reaching 
for her locker.

Hey Irene, 
masturbate 
to orgasm.

NEXT



Of, course, 
Bianca!

Without hesitation, 
Irene stops what she 
was doing and starts 
to frig herself. Life 

was great!

Moan

rub
rub
rub

NEXT



You there!
Go down 

on me!

Mhhh, Yes 
Bianca!

lick
lick

lick

I did not really know 
that last girl, but she 
knew me. *chuckle*
And she’s doing a 
pretty good job 

down there!

NEXT



squirt

This day was 
starting great!

NEXT



As I enter my classroom I 
see Becca being bullied by 
three of the hot girls for 

being chubby…

I guess the new “slutty 
dress code” I enforced 

for the girls did not suit 
everybody…

Anyway, I hated bullies!

Hey you!
Apologize 
to Becca!

NEXT



Sorry, 
Becca…

NEXT

Sorry, 
Becca…

Get 
naked!

Tsk! You 
call that an 

apology?!



Yes, 
Bianca.

NEXT

Yes, 
Bianca.

That’s 
what I call 
an apology!Now get on 

your knees, 
crawl over to 

her and lick her 
to orgasm.



Thank you, 
Bianca!

lick
lick

lick

NEXT



You’ll stay 
naked for the 

rest of the day, 
and keep your 

legs spread 
during class!

Yes, 
Bianca.

Yes, 
Bianca.

Yes, 
Bianca.

NEXT



Soon thereafter History class started, and my 
classmates intently listened to Miss Davis's lecture.

Mrs. Davis

NEXT



Mrs. Davis’s a pretty hot 
MILF, I gotta admit. But 
her lecture is boring as 

fuck in my opinion! Time 
to spice it up.

Show us 
that ass, 

Mrs. Davis!

Christopher 
Columbus was an 
Italian explorer 
and navigator.

NEXT



Without interrupting her 
lecture Mrs. Davis turns 

around, tucks up her 
skirt, and starts wiggling 

her ass.

wiggle

wiggle

On the 12. of 
October 1492 
Christopher 

Columbus made 
landfall in 
America.

NEXT



Now show 
us some 
cleavage!

I get comfortable in 
my chair and enjoy 

the show.

NEXT



Mrs. Davis unbuttons 
her blouse some more as 
she kept on talking about 

Columbus.

His landing 
place was an 
island in the 

Bahamas, known 
by its native 

inhabitants as 
Guanahani. Panties 

off. One 
leg in the 
air, pussy 
on display!

NEXT



Columbus made 
three further 
voyages to the 

Americas, exploring 
the Lesser Antilles 

in 1493…

NEXT



Naked 
now!

I had to admit, I enjoyed 
this lecture quite a bit.

NEXT



Ring

Ring

But soon the bell 
interrupts Mrs. 
Davis little show 

and ends this 
lecture.

Alright, class.
See you on Friday. 
Please study up on 

Christopher 
Columbus  it will be 

on the test.

NEXT



After the lesson, I approach my teacher.

Nah I just 
wanna use you 
as my personal 

fucktoy for the 
night.

NEXT

Please 
swing by my 
place in the 

evening.
Mrs. 

Davis…

Oh, I see.
Okay. See 
you then, 
Bianca.

Of course, 
Bianca. Do you 

need extra 
tutoring?



I was looking forward to 
my evening date with 

Mrs. Davis but that was 
still a long time from now.

During lunch break, 
my good friend Jenny 

told me she had a 
crush on Joshua, but 
she did not know how 

to approach him…

He is so 
cute!

NEXT



It was quite obvious 
for a while now that 
Joshua had an eye on 
Jenny as well… so I 

was more than happy 
to help her out…

Just take off 
your clothes, 
get your ass 

over there and 
fuck him.

O.M.G.!
You really 

think that’s 
best?

NEXT



O.M.G.!
Thank you, Bianca! 

It really worked! 
We are totally 
together now!

I’m not necessarily into 
watching boy/girl sex, 
but Jenny was a good 
friend, and her moans 

were delightfully 
echoing through the 

Mensa while I was 
enjoying my lunch.

NEXT



Next up was cheer training…

NEXT



Of course, team dynamics 
changed quite a lot since I’m 
now in charge of the team.

NEXT



I ensured they’d work their bodies 
so they’d be ready for the next 

competition.

NEXT



Some of them got special 
training… to respond to 
their personal needs… or 

mine *chuckle*

NEXT



Also, I encourage team spirit a lot.

NEXT



And I think the team got 
a great training today. 
They are shaping up 

nicely!

NEXT



I gotta admit to 
myself as I sink into 
that comfy seat of 

the limousine 
driving me home, 

I’m a bit exhausted 
from a long day at 

school.

But, as I sip one of the 
cocktails prepared for 

me, my thoughts wander 
to what’s waiting for me 
at home and my fatigue 

is like blown away.

NEXT



No! Not that!
It seems my brother 
had brought home 
one of his MPC-

enhanced sluts and 
is banging her by 

the pool…

Moan

NEXT



Good for him, but 
I’m not interested in 
that. I try to sneak 
by, but my brother 

notices me.

Oh, hey sis!
Your teacher 

swung by. She’s 
waiting inside.

Thanks…

NEXT

Your dick 
feels so big 
inside my 

tight cunt!

Oh, god, 
yes, Henry!



Welcome 
home, babe!

As I open the door 
and enter my home 

I’m greeted by a 
lovely sight.

NEXT



Marianne is now 
living with me as my 
lover… and yeah… I 

did not return 
those boobs to 

normal… Sue me!

Your 
teacher is 

waiting upstairs 
in the bedroom.

NEXT



Hi, I hope you 
like the dress I 
chose for you, 

Bianca.

NEXT



Very 
cute…

What do 
you think, 

M?

NEXT



But I don’t 
think you’ll be 
wearing it for 
long, teach.

NEXT



I see where 
this is going, 

girls.

NEXT



We started with 
Marianne going down 

on Mrs. Davis.

Please enjoy 
my tongue, 

teach.

NEXT



Oh, and she did enjoy 
Marianne’s tongue. 

Marianne knows what 
she does down there. 
I made sure of that!

Oh, wow!
You are so much 

better at that 
than my husband.

Moan

lick
lick

lick

NEXT



How about I 
please you 

now, Bianca?

NEXT



lick
lick

lick

I had a lovely time with my lover 
and my teacher that night.

Moan

NEXT



Our teacher’s butt was almost as big as 
Marianne’s breasts. “An impressive feat!” I 
think to myself as I rest my head between 

Marianne’s pillows after another great orgasm.

The End
The three 

sovereigns of 
High School

Today was very productive! I 
love that Master Control 
Program! I wonder what 

tomorrow brings…

NEXT



NEXT

Showing 
two possible 

endings.

This is just 
the preview 

version.

Hey 
guys!



NEXT

Or were I 
use the MCP 
to remodel my 

whole cheerleading 
squad!

Like the one 
where Jake 

turns me into 
his personal 

sex doll.

But you 
have missed 
several hot 

endings!



So, what are 
you waiting 

for?

NEXT



Ending Overview:

1. Bianca Doll           P.51
2. A Lesbian Show  for the boys     P.74
3. Big Boobed Bimbo Besties      P.103
4. The three sovereigns of High School   P.171
5. Saved from Macromastia      P.287
6. Saved from Macromastia (but blonde!)  P.299
7. My brother the pimp        P.316
8. Never enter my brother's room    P.337
9. My own harem          P.397
10.Olympic Career         P.472
11. True? Love!           P.507

Pinups:             P.514 
 

NEXT



Thanks to my friendly Beta Testers 
for helping to iron out the last 

glitches in this story:

• Amit
• Judas Morningstar
• The Titan 84
• Unimportant
• Ezspeed

Next



Hello, Hexxet here, 

Thank you for showing interest in my 
fourth PAI Book. ☺ The full version is 
over 500 pages long. It is interactive 
with 11 endings/paths.

The full PAI Book contains Endings 
where Bianca either gets changed by 
the boys or uses the MCP for her 
personal gain in a dominant manner. 
Another PAI Book is planned where 
Bianca is sharing the MCP with 
Marianne in a more “playful” manner.

More PAIs and of course my regular 3D 
Comics can be found on my Patreon and 
in my shops. Some free PAIs can be 
found on my homepage.

https://www.patreon.com/Hexxet

https://hexxet.gumroad.com

https://hexxetsmagiccomics.com

First Page

Bonus Pinups
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